
Supplementary Information 1 

Measured and satellite-based emissions 2 

CU AirSOF observations provide an opportunity to evaluate predictive skill in pyrogenic fire 3 

emissions, and to explore the relationship of emissions with satellite measured FRP. Emissions are 4 

often estimated from satellite data based on burned area (“bottom-up”)41,42,43: 5 

(1) 𝐸 = 𝐸𝐹 ∙ 𝐴 ∙ 𝐹 ∙ 𝐶 6 

where 𝐸𝐹 is the emission factor (g compound (kg fuel burned)-1), 𝐴 is the area burned (km2), 𝐹 is 7 

the fuel load (kg/km2), and 𝐶 is the combustion completeness (0-1). Another approach uses satellite 8 

Fire Radiative Energy (FRE, MJ) (“top-down”)7,9,49,51,52,60: 9 

(2) 𝐹𝑅𝐸 = ∫ 𝐹𝑅𝑃 ∙ 𝑑𝑡 10 

where FRP is the Fire Radiative Power (MJ s-1) and 𝑑𝑡 (s) is the valid time period of the satellite 11 

measurement. The emissions are derived from FRE as follows: 12 

(3) 𝐸 = 𝐸𝐹 ∙ 𝐹𝑅𝐸 ∙ 𝛽 13 

where 𝛽 is the biomass combustion rate (kg MJ-1): 14 

(4) 𝛽 =
𝐹𝐶𝑂

𝐸𝐹 ∙ 𝐹𝑅𝐸
 15 

where FCO is the CO emission flux (kg CO s-1) and EF is the CO emission factor (kg CO (kg dry 16 

matter)-1). 17 



Figure 3 and Extended Data Table E1 compare 8 emission inventory estimates with the CU 18 

AirSOF observations. The daily reported emissions are converted into hourly emission rates 19 

assuming either a constant emission flux (divide by 24), using a daily cycle based on climatology38, 20 

or using the GOES-16 variations in FRE (Extended Data Figure E3). Model inventory diurnal 21 

mean values vary by a factor ~83 among the 8 separate estimates, from 79 to 6570 tonnes hr-1 22 

(Extended Data Table E1). If the model inventories are extrapolated to the transect emissions times 23 

according to the climatological cycle, the emission estimates range from 35 to 2888 tonnes hr-1 for 24 

T1 (CU AirSOF: 425 tonnes hr-1), and 105 to 8758 tonnes hr-1 for T2 (CU AirSOF: 2040 tonnes 25 

hr-1; Extended Data Table E1). A previous comparison of 6 satellite-based inventories found 26 

emissions in temperate North America span a range of a factor of 1761, while this study finds the 27 

Oct. 10, 2017 N. CA fire emissions estimated from satellite data vary by a factor of 83. The 28 

uncertainty in predicting pyrogenic CO emissions is reduced to a factor of two by the CU AirSOF 29 

technique (Table 1). The choice of diurnal cycle used to extrapolate satellite-based emissions to 30 

CU SOF emission times affects the model results, but the variations due to the choice of diurnal 31 

cycle are much smaller (within a factor of 2, Extended Data Table E1) than the overall variability 32 

among the different emission inventories.  33 
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